CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Tract or Survey No. REVISION

Index R.D. N.F. Stuslaw
No. 8 SW County Yamhill
Merid. Will. ORE.

Describe corner, monument found:

G.C. 1884 Set 20 X 0 X @ stone
Mkd. "# on N. And QRIR" on E. sides.
46" Snag. N. 58° E. 38 sq.
36" Snag. S. 57° E. 59 sq.

#673

Describe bearing trees or other official accessories found:

6-1960 I found the mkd. stone, and scribing on both snags.
10-14-75 I found the stone with marks as in records.
The N.E. BT has visible marks "RSBT."

Describe corner location relative to nearby features, also how to reach corner:
The marks on the S.E. BT are rotted away.

Signature: L. Mark Whitmore
Date: 10-14-75

DOCUMENT: Describe new monument set, or work done to preserve existing monument:

Set ½ iron rod alongside original stone
Set iron fence post - attach boundary and attention sign

Accessories: describe new BT's witness objects etc., established, or work done to preserve existing evidence:

New BT's:
20" Fir, N. 26° E, 38° FT. Scribed "½ 31 BT."
25" Fir, N. 68° W, 31° FT. Scribed "½ 31 BT."

Distances are to side center. VAR 21".

L. Mark Whitmore, 10-14-75, Witness: Edna J. Froehle

REMARKS